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R6sum6
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Abstract

This report describes a void-quality relationship for horizontal
stratified two-phase flow. The present predictions compare
reasonably well with the experiments and are an improvement over
the Armand and Martinelli correlations.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents a theoretical void-quality relationship derived

from the stratified flow model of Reference 1. The void-quality relationship is

intended for use in the two-phase thermal-equi1ibrium co-current stratified

flow. The results are compared to experiments (Reference 2) and to the Armand

(Reference 3) and Martinelli (Reference *») correlations.

2.0 A VOID-QUALITY RELATIONSHIP FOR THE HORIZONTAL STRATIFIED FLOW

Consider a general stratified flow configuration as shown in Figure !.

Assuming thermal equilibrium between the two phases, a momentum balance on each

phase yields

Vapor Phase

Liquid Phase
P A 9 sin?

where
A = area occupied by the vapor phase

A = area occupied by the liquid phase

W. = interface width

P = wetted perimeter by vapor phase

P = wetted perimeter by liquid phase

t, = incl ination angle of the pipe

p = vapor phase density

p = liquid phase density

g = gravitational acceleration

g = conversion factor

(dp/dx)-p_ = two-phase pressure drop gradient

T W = shearing stress between the wall and vapor phase

T . = shearing stress between the wall and liquid phase

T. = interface shearing stress
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Equating pressure drop in the two phases gives

r TT— - x „ ir- * T.W. ( -r- + ?—) + —^—^ • 0. (3)
wv A wi A. i i A A, g

v % v £ 3c

In Reference I, the main concern is the flow regime prediction. Here, we are

interested in obtaining a void-quality relationship. For this purpose,

introducing

v • vapor phase velocity

Gx

pv a

v - liquid phase velocity

. S(l-x)

G « mass flux of the mixture

x * flow quality

a • void fraction

and using the expressions

P v 2

T . f v v

wv v 2g

o v 2

f
where 0 v -m

fv " Cv (-T J L" ) : Cv« m constant:
V

) » C4« n constant

vapor phase hydraulic diameter

liquid phase hydraulic diameter
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v * vapor kinematic viscosity

v, * liquid kinematic viscosity

Equation (3) can be written as

^ + w r (i-»i-)| (f-) (*)

Equation CO is a non-homogeneous equation (with respect to a or x) and is

G-dependent. For horizontal flow, we can simplify the equation with sinC-0.

Also, we consider a turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor Flow, i.e., C » C -

0.046 and m-n-0.2 (Reference 1). Then, Equation CO becomes a homogeneous and

G-independent equation. This homogeneous equation is non-dimensionalized by

using 0 for length and 0 for area. The result is

(5)
OP + (l-o)p, *r-

s

-5/9 (S)

and the bar-quantities represent the dimension less geometry variables

(e.g., 5v"0y/0 and Av«Av/D ). These geometry variables as a function of a can

be found in Reference 2. Thus, for a given a Equation (5) determines the flow

quality for a horizontal stratified turbulent liquid-turbulent vapor flow.
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3.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2 depicts the void-quality relationship predicted by

Equation (5) for steam at pressures of 14.7 psia and 1000.0 psia. This figure

also shows the results of Armand and Martinetli correlations. As can be

seen from Figure 2, the present predictions are significantly different from

those of Armand and Martinelli models.

Figures 3 and 4 show the comparisons of the present predictions,

Armand correlation and Martinelli correlation with the experimental data of

Reference 2. The experimental data were obtained from tests conducted on the

air-oil flow at superficial oil velocities of 0.046, 0.071, 0.131 and 0.202 ft/sec.

With each constant oil flow rate, the superficial air velocity was varied between

0.37 and 20.0 ft/sec. The average midpoint pressure in the test section was

maintained slightly above atmospheric pressure. A one inch I.D. by 101 ft long

acrylic pipe was used. We see from these figures that the present predictions

compare reasonably well with the experiments and ar^ much better than the Armand

and Martinetli correlations.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the horizontal stratified flow model of Reference 1, a void-

quality relationship is derived. The present model is shown to be better than

the Armand and Martinelli correlations when compared with the experiments.
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QUALITY, x

FIGURE 2 VOID VERSUS QUALITY FOR STEAM
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FIGURE 3 d-a) VERSUS GAS VOLUMETRIC FLUX VELOCITY FOR OIL-AIR STRATIFIED FLOW
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FIGURE 4 (1-a) VERSUS GAS VOLUMETRIC FLUX VELOCITY FOR OIL-AIR STRATIFIED FLOW
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